TAX-ON-WEB
PROXY INCOME TAX RETURN NON RESIDENTS/individuals
Please use this form to create an electronic proxy in the following cases:
-

you do not hold a Belgian Electronic Identity Card ("eID"). If you are holding a Belgian eID you need to follow the Selfservice
procedure with the assistance of your proxy holder.
the proxy is not held by your employer . If your employer holds a proxy a specific procedure exists via the employer.

By means of the Tax-on-Web proxy, the designated proxy holder (accounting office, tax office, etc.) can fill in and
file the income tax returns electronically. The proxy only concerns this aspect of the legal ties between the proxy
giver and the proxy holder.
This form must be duly completed and signed by both parties.
Despite granting this proxy, the proxy giver still has the possibility to fill out and to file his/her electronic income tax
returns himself/herself.
If you wish that your proxy holder files your joint returns, both declarants must fill out and sign this section.
Subsequently, the form must be sent to the address:
FOD Financiën, Dienst Directeur Buitenland , Kruidtuinlaan 50 bus 3427, 1000 Brussel
This proxy signed by both parties, replaces and discontinues a possible former active proxy which was granted within
the framework of Tax-on-web. A unilateral discontinuation of the proxy can be requested as well.
Validity of the proxy:
- for an indefinite period of time:
O
- for a definite period of time: up to and including: …../…../.......... (day/month/year)

This proxy is valid from ..../…./.... (day/month/year)
Remark: The period of application of the proxy takes effect as from the registration at the FPS Finance.

Identification of the Principal(s)
Name: …………………………………

Name: …………………………………

First name : …………………………….

First name : …………………………….

If you are known as a non-resident tax payer in Belgium, If you are known as a non-resident tax payer in Belgium,
please fill in:
please fill in:
National number

National number

(You can find this number in the top left corner of the” eID”)
The repertorium number

(You can find this number in the top left corner of the “eID” )
The repertorium number

You can find this number in the top left of the tax return)

You can find this number in the top left of the tax return)

If you are known as a non-resident tax payer in Belgium, If you are known as a non-resident tax payer in Belgium, please
please add this signed form to the introduction form that you can add this signed form to the introduction form that you can find at
the following address:

find at the following address:
www.minfin.fgov.be/portail2/nl/downloads/themes/declaration/nonresidents-form.doc

www.minfin.fgov.be/portail2/nl/downloads/themes/declaration/nonresidents-form.doc

Fill in the following contact details:

Fill in the following contact details:
Phone number/mobile: …………………….
E-mail address: ………………………….

Phone number/mobile: …………………….
E-mail address: ………………………….

The communication of the documents concerning my
non-resident tax return may be sent to my proxy holder.

The communication of the documents concerning my
non-resident tax return may be sent to my proxy holder.

YES

NO

.

YES

NO

Date : …. / …. / ….

Date : …. / …. / ….

Signature of the Principal,

Signature of the Principal,

.

